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1. Introduction 

In nucleus-nucleus collisions, the nucleons in the overlap region 
are called participants. The remaining nucleons are spectators, 
large impact parameters lead to "gentle" reactions while small 
ones give "violent" interactions. The spectators are the prefrag-
ments which further decay into fragments. The mechanism of this 
process is still a matter of debate. Fragmentation is one of the 
historical and fundamental questions ' "'in high energy nu
clear physics. The author of schematically distinguished 
three main mechanisms for the fragmentation of A £200 pre fragment 
nucleus» the first mechanism is spallation which leads to one 
fragment of mass near that of the prefragment nucleus, the second 
one is fission which gives two heavy fragments,each of mass close 
to half the prefragment nucleus mass. Multifragmentation is the 
third mechanism which provides several fragments. In' * ' the 
fragmentation processes are divided according to the temperature, 
T, of the prefragment nucleus as follows: at T4. 5 MeV the mass 
yield distribution is localized near the minimal and maximal masses 
corresponding to single nucleons and residual nuclei. Jit Te5*7 MeV 
the mass distribution has a U-shaped form which indicates the 
multlfragmentation threshold. At T > 7 the inclusive mass yield 
distribution becomes a monotonously decreasing function, the steep
ness of whloh increases with increasing T. 

Many theoretical models have been devoted to the study of 
the multltragmentation process' • In some models, the pre
fragment nucleus heats up and then condensates into droplets'" . 
In others, it simply evaporates the fragments sequentially' . 
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In , the fragments are statistically emitted from on Inter
mediate excited nuolearayst«m. Other statistical approaches' "~ • 
try to explain the multlfragmentatlon without any reference to 
thermal equilibrium,I.e. as shattering of the Prefragment nucleus 
into many pieces. A detailed description of different multifrag-
mentatlon models is given in the review articles' *', 

To study the mechanism of multifragmentation,a huge number 
of experiments has been carried out. These experiments dealt with 
heavy target nucleus fragmentation Induced by energetic protons 
and ione'**8*» '•' '« The use of heavy ion beams has an important 
experimental advantage ;one can study the fragments produced by 
the disintegration of the projectile nucleus. The fragments of the 
projectile nucleus are fast, distinguishable and can be easily 
measured in deteotore and/or spectrometers while the target frag
ments are slow, difficult to be measured and often stop in the 
target material. Host of the heavy target fragmentation experiments 
gave one-partlole inclusive measurements, e.g. the charge df/iZ 

or mass df/DA yield of the fragments. Various models predic
ted nearly the same form of d*"/dZ and df/dA. Thus, these data 
turned out to be^inconcluslve with respect to various models. 

In the present experiment all projectile fragments (PPs) 
were recorded,and their charges and emission angles were measured. 
Thus, we have exclusive data which enable one to study different 
types of fragment distributions, correlations and comparison with 
theoretloal models. It is of particular interest to test whether 
fragments are emitted from one source at a single excitation enexgjr. 

The paper Is organized so that Sect.2 presents the experimen
tal details* Sect.3 provides the selection criteria for the stu
died events. The results and discussions are outlined in Sect.4. 
Sect.5 Is devoted to the conclusions of the present study. 
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2. Experiment 

Staoks of Br-2 nuclear emulsions were exposed to a 4.1 A 3eV/o 
beam at the Oubns synchrophasotron» The stacks consisted of 

50 or 100 pellicles having dimensions of 20 cm z 10 cm x 600 urn 
(undeveloped emulsion). The intensity of irradiation was 10* parti

es 
clea/cm , and the beam diameter was about 1 cm. Along-the-track 
double scanning was carried out, fast In the forward and slow in 
the backward direction. The scanned beam tracks were further exa
mined by measuring the delta-electron density on each of them to 
exclude the tracks having charge less than the beam particle charge. 
The one-prong events with an emission angle of the secondary parti
cle track less than three degrees and without visible traoks from 
excitation or disintegration of the target nucleus were excluded 
due to elastic scattering. 

Along a total scanned length of 947.4 m, 9313 inelastic inter-
22 actions of He Ions with emulsion were recorded leading to a 

mean free path of 10.2*0.1 cm for inelastio interactions. This 
value and other experimental details were published by our collabo
ration in "9~"'t in ^ е measured events, the secondary particles 
are classified as follows) (1} black particle tracks (b) having 
a range l_ *. 3 mm in emulsion which corresponds to a proton kine
tic energy of 426 MeV, (11) grey particle tracks (g) having rela
tive Ionization I («I/I,)> 1.4 and I>3 mm which corresponds 
to a proton kinetic energy from 26 to 400 MeV, where I is the 
particle track Ionization and I e Is the Ionization of a shower 
track in the narrow forward cone of an opening angle of 3°. 
(Ill) The b and/or g particle tracks are called heavy ionizing 
particle tracks (h). (iv) The shower particles s having I$1.4. 
Tracks of such a type with an emission angle of* 5" were further 
subjected to rigorous multiple scattering measurement for momentum 
determination and, consequently, for separating the produoed pi one 
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from singly charged projectile fragments (protons, deuterons and 
tritons). The ratio of fH : 2H t3H was found to be 63:27«1</ 2 3Л 
Further the Z»1 PPe are not included In в particles. 
(v) The multicharged Z£2 PFs are subdivided into Z=2,3, ...,10 
fragments according to the measured delta-electron and/or gap den
sity. Thus, all particles were adequately divided Into PFs of 
Z.1 7 10, target fragments (IPs),i.e. h particles,and the ge
nerated 8 particles. The total charge of the PFs, Z «In.Z,, 
was calculated In each star, where n. Is the number of fragments 
of charge Z. In an event. For each track we obtained from mea
surements) (a) the polar angle 6, i.e. the space angle between 
the direction of the beam and that of the given track, (b) the 
azimuthal angle ft. I.e. the angle between the projection of the 
given traok in the plane normal to the beam and the direction 
perpendicular to the beam in this plane (in an anticlockwise 
direction). 

3. Selection Criteria 

Two samples of 4.1 OeV/c He-emulsion collisions have been 
used in the present study. The first sample consists of 4307 events 
measured in this experiment (EXP) and the second of 4976 events 
simulated in a computer by the cascade-evaporation model (CHI)' "* 
under the same experimental conditions. From the two samples we 
selected events having the total charge of PFs, Z « 10, i.e. 
those conserving the beam charge. Thus, 835 events from the expe
rimental sample and 553 events from the simulated interactions have 
been 'chosen for the present study. Here we study the charge yield 
distribution for the Be projeotile fragmentation, the frag
ment-fragment correlation and the relation between FFs and TFs. 
This enables us to distinguish between different theoretical 
models. 
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4. Results and Dtaouaslon 

The multiplicity characteristics of the events selected from 
EXP and CEU are presented in Table 1. The value of <n >, <n > , 
and<IK> in OEM are systematically higher then the corresponding 
values in EXP, light and heavy PPs are produced in СЕМ more copi
ously than in BXP. The PPs of medium charge Z в 4^6 are nearly 
absent in С Ш . This can be explained by the fact that in СЕМ the 
light fragments are produced by evaporation and the heavy ones 
are Just residual nuclei of the prefragraent systems. Table 1 de
monstrates that there ie a great deviation between СЕМ and ESP 

Table 1. The multiplicity characteristics of the selected 
events of the total charge of PFs, Z*» 10, fromEXP and СЕМ 

XZP СИ 

<*„> 1.30 i .06 1.91 ± .09 

<»*> 0.96 ± .06 1.46 ± .10 

<n D > 1.44 ± .07 2.34 ± .13 

O ^ V i . 1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

0.99— .05 1-59 * .11 O ^ V i . 1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

0.81 ± .04 0.36 ± .04 

O ^ V i . 1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

0.02 - .01 0.00 ± .00 

O ^ V i . 1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

0.03 ± .01 0.01 ± .01 

O ^ V i . 1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

0.01 - .01 0.01 - .01 

O ^ V i . 1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

0.12 i .01 6.02 - .01 

O ^ V i . 1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

0.15 - .01 0.02 ± .01 

O ^ V i . 1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

0.23 * .02 0.05 * .01 

O ^ V i . 1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

0.10 ± .01 0.12 ± .01" J 

O ^ V i . 1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 0.26 ± .02 0.59 - .02 I 
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In all average multiplicities of fragments. Table 2 shows the 
catalogue of 855 selected events, I.e. those having the total 
charge of ГРв, Z* » 10. One can see different channels of frag
mentation ordered according to 2max, the charge of the heaviest 
PF emitted in an interaction, At the beginning one can observe 
the "gentle" spallation process in which one or two particles are 
evaporated from the prefragment nucleus leaving the residual nu
cleus which cools down forming a heavy fragment. This process Is 
characterized by low excitation energy and temperature. On the 
contrary, at the end of the table one can notice a "violent" pro
cess in which the prefragment He nuoleua has been destroyed in-

Table 2. Изо catalogue of the selected events. Different 
channels of fragmentation are ordered according to z 

Fragmentation 
Channel 

Frequency Fragmentation Channel Frequency 

He 

H + F 
He + О 
2H + О 

H + He + И 
ЗН + В 

2Н + Не + С 
2Не -I- С 
4Н + С 

Н + Ы + С 
Be + С 

ЗН + Не + В 
Н + 2Не + В 

222 Н + Be + В 
82 5Н * В 
142 2В 
49 
102 

2Н 4Н + 2Не + Be + Не + Be ЗНе + Be 
24 Е + Не + Id + Be 
54 ЗН +2Не + Id 
29 Н +ЗНе + Ы 
14 7Н + Id 
2 Н + ЗЫ 
1 5Не 

2Н + 4Не 
14 4Н + ЗНе 
13 6Н + 2Не 

ан + не 

2 
4 
1 
9 5 4 
1 
7 
4 
1 
1 
10 30 
14 
5 3 



to H and He fragments. ?ig.1 shows the oharge yield curve for 
M 

fragment production from the He projectile In the ease of col
lision with emulslonc The distribution has a characteristic U-sha
ped form. In the region of small Z, the curve decreases, then It 
risen for large values ofZ.The number of target fragments N. can 
be used as a measure of the "violence" of a collision. To demon
strate the correlation between FFs and N. , fig.2 shows the charge 
distribution of FJfs for a sub-class of events, of H n» 1 and 5^» 4. 
In the foiner oaee a nearly symmetric U-shaped distribution is ob
tained which is connected with the "gentle" low temperature pro
cess. In the latter case the distribution decreases from light to 
heavier fragments. She class of N.* 1 events cannot be totally 
attributed to the "gentle" peripheral oolllsions. Fragments of 

H.g.1. The charge yield distribution of PPe from He fragmenta
tion In emulsion at 4.1 A OeV/c. 

Ш. 

<Л 1-. I ..±...1. -1-
2 4 6 z 

dN 
dz i -

100 

1 - . 

10 
Г t. . j 

i 

. Id 
г 4 б 

z 
Hg.2. The charge yield distributions of 1'Ps from- K.» 1 and N.. 4 

events. 
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Table 3. The charge distribution of PPe as a function 
of the number of singly charged PFs, N.. 

4, W.g.3. The charge yield distributions of P?s from events of the 
number of singly charged РРв, N 1 42 and H.,^3. 

10 222 . 

9 82 

8 142 49 

7 102 24 

6 30 2 54 14 

5 2 15 14 4 

4 5 3 9 5 

3 10 7 '• 1 

2 262 141 |_ 192 28 47 10 3 

1 207 284' 135 132 20 30 7 24 

X 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 • 7 8 



small Z, In this class of events, are mostly the produota of "non-
22 

peripheral" collisions between He and emulsion. In these events 
22 

a target nucleon dives into the lie projectile nucleus destroy
ing It Into small fragments. The size of the largost fragment which 
can be formed from the projectile spectator nucleus decreases with 
decreasing the Impact parameter. At N,* 1, fragments of large 
Z are the evaporation residues of peripheral collisions. Thus, 
light fragments (Z= 1 ari 2) are the products of either "gentle" 
evaporation or "violent" multifragmentation. 

The degree of "violence" of a collision can be characterized 
by the number of singly charged projectile fragments N.. These 
fragments are from different sources: direct pickup during the 
intranuclear cascade, evaporation and the smallest fragments of 
the multifragmentation process. In any of these cases the produc
tion rate should increase with the degree of "violence" of the 
collision or with the excitation energy of the emitting source. 
Table 3 shows the charge distribution of ?Рв as a function of N... 
Plg.3 shows that the charge distribution takes the U-shaped form 
in the case of N ^ 2 while it decreases for N.. ^ 3 . This behaviour 
is more pronounced In the class of N.» 0 events. Fig.4 displays 
the charge distribution for Я.ш 0 and H. \ 4 events. The transi
tion frou the U-ehaped distribution to the monotonously decreasing 
one is more obvious In this case. 

Another measure of the "violence" of a oollision is Z-.-, 
the charge of the largest PP emitted in the interaction. Table 4 
shows the dependence of the charge distribution of PFe on 2L._. 
At large values of. Z D a z , i.e. "gentle" collisions, the charge 
distribution of PFe is a nearly symmetric U-shaped one. At low 
•aluee of Х-», i.e. "violent" collisions, the charge distribution 
la a decreasing function. These features are seen better in Pig.5, 
where the charge distributions are presented for Z,^. £.6 and 
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Tig.4. The charge yield distributions of PFs from Н д» О 
"^ • events for V^ » 0 and K 1 £.4. 

Hi-

i N,=0 

t ! 

10 

dz 
too 

0.1 

— Zmax * 6 

2 it 6 8 10 
^ Z 

Pig.5. The charge yield distributions of PPs from events of 

Zmas» 6 a n d 2 m a x < 6 -

2 _ e I <,6 events. The analysis of Pigs. 1£5 and Tables U-4 show 
that the inclusive charge yield distribution of fragments is a 
superposition of different mechanisms. One can at least distin
guish two main classes of mechanisms: gentle evaporation and vio
lent multifragmentation. The authors of"'' have interpreted the 
mass yield curve In the frame of liquid gas transition. The pre
sent analysis shows that this claim la cot conclusive; singly and 
doubly charged fragments are obviously due to different mechanism». 
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Table 4. The dependence of the charge distribution of РРв 
on тех 

10 222 

9 I 82 82 

8 98 142 191 

7 174 102 126 

6 176 112 2 1 100 

5 77 40 2 35 

4 39 36 1 19 

3 3? 26 1? 

2 180 225 

max/ 
1 2 3 4 5 

6 
7 V 9 " i 

Table 5. The < a s > and < Н Д > as a function 
of the number of PPs 

r 

< H P P > 

1.51 

3.35 

5.47 

7.62 

e7 л 

15 

18 

< П 8 > 

0.64 - ..08 

1.82 = .15 

2.44 * .38 

< H h > 

1.94 - .18 

2.69 * .31 

3.19 ± .61 

2.81 ± .97 4.04 ± 1.38 

II 



The violence of the Interaction оan be measured by tha multiplici
ties of target fragments aseooiated with a projectile fragment. 
Table 5 presents <n > and< B n> as a funotlon of the number of 
P?a. She first oolumn represents the average number of Ста. The 
second column is the excitation energy par nuoleon (In MeV) of tha 
prefragment nuoleus calculated aooordlng to the statistical modal*. 
The third and fcurth columns represent the average multiplicities 
of the associated s and h particles,respectively. The corre
lation between the multiplicities of PPs and TFs is clearly seen 
from Table 5. The values of < n > and < N.> increase systematically 
with Njy. 

The class of events of H^- 0, i.e. those without target 
IP 

fragmentation, were studied in detail for C-emulsion colli
sions at 4.5 A OeV/c' 2 5' and at 2.1 A GeV/c' 2 6'. It is interesting 
to compare the present data with these results. The production 22 frequency of events in He-fin collisions as a function of Z 
ie shown in Pig.6 and Table 6. It should be noted that the maxi
mum probability is for events having Z^^« 2. In the case of 
4.5 A GeV/c 20-Em collisions' " , the fraction of such events 
is (62±9W of all N . 0 events. Por 4.1 A GeV/c 2 2He-Bn, the h 
corresponding ratio is only (24- 2)%. This experimental fact can 
be interpreted by two main reasons :&) the С nucleus is an even-
-even one of total zero spin, I.e. an ot -cluster nucleus, (ii) 
The main channel of fragmentation is a two-particle one. In the 
case of He-Era collisions, He -*He + 0 predominates, and both 

ip He and 0 are stable nuclei. The corresponding channel in O-Bm 
12 

collisions is C-»He + Be, but Be Is an unstable nucleus which 
direotly decays into 2 He nuclei. In fact, tha percentage of Re 
for C-En collisions Is (62*9)3t. If this percentage is divided 
by two, It will be nearly equal to the corresponding value of 
Не-Вв oolllaionB, Table 6 shows that the production frequency 
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Tahle 6. The production frequency in percentaGe of events 
in emulsion as a function of ^.„i the charge of 
the heaviest PP in an interaction 

v. max 
Beam ^-«^^^ 1 2 3 ** 

2.1 Л GeV C 1 2 7 i 2 59 * 10 8 + 3 26 ± 12 

4.5 A OeV C 1 Z 13 4 4 62 ± 9 15 * 4 10 ± 3 

4.1 A GeV He 2 2 2 ± 1 24 * 2 4*1 70 ± 4 

Pig.6. The production frequency of N.«,0 events as a function 
0 i Z„n-r« 

max 

\| 



of av»nte in emulsion ao a function of Z ^ ^ is independent of 
energy in the rang* of a few GeV/o per nuclaon. It is remarkable 
that Z»2 and Z«8 are the first tiro magic numbers. This explains 
the peaks observed at these vilueo in Pig.6. The results show that 
the nuclear structure of the prefragment nucleus plays an impor
tant role in the fragmentation ргооевв. Ноге "gentle" fragraentati-
oneof 2 2He projectile nuclei are the events of H h«0 and n s»0, 
i.e. those without target fragmentation and generation of ehower 
particles. Table 7 presents a catalogue of the observed PPs in 
the 120 eventa of N n«0 and n B-0 ordered ao cording to 8 ^ . 
Out of them, the number of single- and double-prong stars is 
77(64.2*). This Bhows a low excitation energy of the prefragment 
nucleus, £exc/A CJ 3j4 M e V / 4 / . 

Table 7. The catalogue of the observed P?s in events 
of H,, • 0 and n • 0 ordered according to Z 

n s *̂ гсяэг JragnenteUon Obennel frequency 

He 3 
H + t is' 
Bo t 0 56 
2Я 4 0 в 

H + He + Я 10 
3H • Я 

2H • He + С 
2Ho t 0 
ч£ + 0 

Не + 11 * В 
Я + 2№* В 

3 Ьо+ Be 
2Н + 2 № , Be 

2Н + «Не 
5Н. 
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5. Conclusions 
22 

In He + Еш collisions at 4.1 A OeV/c, event a., having the 
total charge of PFs, Z , equal to the beam charge, have been se
lected for studying the fragmentation of In emulsion. 

The inclusive charge distribution of fragments is a superpo
sition of different mechanisms. The heavy fragments (Z - 6-10) as 
well as some of the light ones (Z . 1,2) originate mainly fron. 
"gentle" peripheral collisions. They show a distribution characte
ristic . for evaporation from the compound nucleus. This process is 
characterised by low excitation energy. These fragments are associ 
atea with a low multiplicity of target tracks. The medium mass 
fragments aFwell sett»measurable part of Z » 1 and 2 fragments 
are due to nonperipheral "violent" collisions characterized by 
associated large multiplicities of the target. The charge distri
bution of these fragments has a monotonously decreasing shape. 
Thus, the mechanisms claiming one hot source at a certain excita
tion energy for explaining the inclusive charge distribution con
flict with the present analysis. 
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Зль-Наги А. и др. Е1-87-547 
Фрагментация ядер *2це в фотоэмульсии 
при 4,1 ГэВ/с 

22 
Изучено зарядовое распределение фрагментов Ne, обра

зуемых в столкновении с ядрами фотоэмульсии при импульсе 
4,1 А ГэВ/с.Исследованы корреляционные соотношения между 
фрагментами снаряда, между ними и фрагментами мишени. Из
менение зарядового выхода фрагментов имеет место при боль
шой "жесткости" столкновения. Настоящий анализ противоре
чит теоретическим расчетам зарядового распределения на 
основе модели испускания из одного источника. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1987 

El-Naghy A. et al. El-87-547 
Fragmentation of 2 2Ne in Emulsion at 4.1 A GeV/c 

Charge distributions of projectile fragments produced 
in the interactions of 22jje beams with emulsion at 
4.1 A GeV/c have been studied. Correlations between pro
jectile and target fragments and among projectile frag
ments are presented. The change of charge yield distribu
tion with the violence of the collision has been shown. 
The present analysis contradicts theoretical calculations 
describing the inclusive charge yield distribution of 
fragments by a single process. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies, JINR. 
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